AeroCapture
SIMPLEST DRONE DATA ANALYTICS

AeroCapture
EMPOWERING ANALYTICS BY SAVING TIME
AeroCapture helps you automate your end-to-end aerial image analytics
process right from capturing images by drone to processing the data. You can
train your machine learning model and deﬁne the objects to be detected from
images captured. It enables you to capture images by drones and upload them
directly to your AeroCapture cloud account in real-time. It then starts
processing the images for tasks assigned using ML and AI algorithms and
delivered the desired results within few clicks.

HOW IT WORKS?
PREPARE FOR IMAGES ANALYSIS
FLY

TRAIN YOUR ML MODEL

CREATE A PROJECT

CREATE A ANALYTICS TASK AND REPORTS ARE READY

USE CASES

TRANSMISSION TOWER INSPECTION
AeroCapture’s AI capabilities makes it effortless to inspect
Transmission Tower to identify the areas of improvement. It does
automated inspection using Machine learning model. AeroCapture
automatically processes any number of images and videos within
clicks.

TELECOM TOWER INSPECTION
AeroCapture makes it efficient to capture data and process for
Telecom Towers. Data is been fetched in real-time. Analysis as per
each image has been provided for better understanding.

HIGHWAY MONITORING
AeroCapture helps roads and highways to be safer and faster by
providing live traffic for situation awareness. Traffic analytics,
density, potholes, unnecessary parking, predictive with
automated alerts of the same.

SOLAR PANEL INSPECTION
AeroCapture offers multiple objects identifying available
templates to process the mission and receive the data report. It
allows you to add and train your ML model as per your requirement.

VEHICLE YARD SPACE MANAGEMENT
AeroCapture offers capturing images of vehicle yard for space
management and can generate various reports like parked
vehicles, empty space and so on.

WHY AEROCAPTURE?
SAAS PLATFORM WITH PAY PER CONSUME

AUTO-TRANSFER OF IMAGES AND VIDEOS

AeroCapture empowers user to do entire analytics by themselves
from anywhere and pay only for the consumed services.

AeroCapture removes all the hassles to transfer of images, videos
and data from drone to cloud automatically which helps to save a
lot of time.

AI BASED DRONE DATA ANALYTICS

REAL-TIME DATA

AeroCapture is an excellent AI and ML based drone data analytics
software that consents you to perform analytics on images as well
as videos.

AeroCapture’s most effective feature is its capability of providing
real-time data. You get real time images to verify as they are
transferred in real-time to cloud while capturing.

CUSTOMIZED APPLICATION TEMPLATE

DATA SECURITY

AeroCapture has different object identifying options bifurcated as
per the use cases like Highway monitoring, yard space
management, telecom tower inspection, solar panel inspection,
etc. there are number of use cases that can be readily used as
application templates. It allows you to customize application
template as per object identiﬁcation.

AeroCapture ensures end-to-end security while capturing images,
all the data is securely moved to cloud without any involvement of
third party.

MULTIPLE SOLUTIONS

API FOR INTEGRATION
AeroCapture lets you to communicate with other software
smoothly. It enables you to offer services to other pieces of
software.

You can always combine multiple service as part of one solution.
Like ﬂeet management, video streaming using AeroStream
service, and then analytics on video using AeroCapture.

ASSOCIATED CLIENTS
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